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The “meat” and essence of each main story 

appearing on the Marcellus Drilling News 

(MarcellusDrilling.com) website during the 

previous week. Read this, and you will have the gist 

of an entire week’s worth of news for those with an 

interest in what happens in the upstream, 

midstream and downstream in the Marcellus and 

Utica Shale region. Click on the “full post” links to 

read the entire post. 

 

  

 

 

Monday, Apr. 8: 
Trump Visiting Houston Wednesday to Sign Pipeline Exec Order 

British Tabloid Smear Job on Mariner East Pipe Targets Gov. Wolf 

Radicals Continue Tree Sitting >200 Days in SW VA to Protest MVP 

Pipeline Jobs Keep Young People in West Virginia 

Questerre Keeps Pushing to Drill in Quebec Utica, Despite Ban 

“Responsible Gas” Certification Expands, Gains Another Driller 

 

Tuesday, Apr. 9: 
Huntley & Huntley Proposes Another Well Pad in Upper Burrell 

ODNR Says to Expect ~350 New Utica Wells Per Year Next Few Years 

Texas Eastern’s TEAL Phase II Goes Online – Feeding NEXUS 

New Wastewater Recycling Facility Coming in May to NEPA 

Two Possible Paths for PA’s Energy Future in 25 Years 

Purdue Innovates New Gas-to-Liquids Process to Leverage Shale Gas 

EIA: Underground Natural Gas Storage Declined in 2018 

 

Wednesday, Apr. 10: 
Caught on Video: Frack Sand Train Goes Off Rails Near Scranton 

PA Senators Steal Wolf’s Thunder, Propose Drilling to Fund Goodies 

Ohio Court Rules Marketable Title Act Applies re Mineral Rights 

Radical Groups Challenge FERC re Atlantic Coast Pipe in Fed Court 

What Caused the MI NatGas Compressor Stn Fire in January? 

Truth Told @ Marcellus and Manuf. Conference in Morgantown 

MIT Claims New Filter Helps NatGas Burn Cleaner 

 

Thursday, Apr. 11: 
Trump Signs Executive Order Making it Harder to Block Pipes 

Here Come the “Bomb Trains” – Trump to Allow LNG by Rail 

Chester County, PA Sues ME2 Pipe, Seeks to Block Construction 

Locals Push Back Against Frack Chemical Facility Near Williamsport 

National Grid Faces Opposition to Tiny Pipeline in Albany Region 

Enviros Don’t Like Gov. Wolf’s Onerous New Air Regs Either 

Prominent Environmentalist Tells Cuomo: You’re Wrong on NatGas 

 

Friday, Apr. 12: 
Did Constitution Pipeline Prospects Improve with Trump Exec Order? 

PA DEP Committee Votes to Approve Onerous New Air Regs 

Big Green Kills 1000s of WV Jobs via Atlantic Coast Pipe Lawsuit 

Foreign LNG Imports Kept New England Winter NatGas Prices Low 

Pittsburgh Panel Discusses Importance of NGL Storage 

WV Wants to Extend I-68 Another 73 Miles for Shale Industry 

Vermont Considers Banning All New Gas Pipelines, Infrastructure 

 

 



MONDAY - Apr. 8, 2019 
 

Trump Visiting Houston Wednesday to Sign 

Pipeline Exec Order (full post) 
 

Last week MDN reported that the white hot chatter that          

President Trump will soon issue an Executive Order (EO)         

overruling states like New York from preventing critical federal         

pipeline projects is about to become a reality. And indeed it is.            

This coming Wednesday, Trump will visit a union training center          

in Houston where he will announce (and presumably sign) the          

EO. So far the White House has not released details of what will             

be in the EO. But a “senior official” says the executive orders            

(plural) will “streamline permitting and help energy companies        

to ‘avoid unnecessary red tape.'” This is VERY good news. We are            

giddy with excitement in anticipation! Before you get too excited,          

know this: Radical anti-fossil fuelers will find some obscure         

Obama judge somewhere to put a halt on the new EOs. And we’ll             

have to fight the issue in court, at least for a few months, maybe a               

year. But at least the end is now in sight–the end of Cuomo’s             

obstruction of pipeline projects, like the Constitution and        

Northern Access. 

 

British Tabloid Smear Job on Mariner East Pipe 

Targets Gov. Wolf (full post) 
 

We’re in the unusual position of defending Pennsylvania Gov.         

Tom Wolf, arguably the worst governor PA has had in a           

generation. But defend him (and his staff) we must, because the           

Wolf Administration is the object of a false and disgusting smear           

campaign by a prominent London tabloid called The Guardian.         

Wolf and his underlings are collateral damage for The Guardian          

in their attempt to paint the Mariner East pipeline projects as a            

rogue, criminal, out-of-control corporate mobster. The Guardian       

should be charged with slander. We hope Energy Transfer is          

investigating that with their lawyers. The Guardian concocts a         

false narrative that paints a picture that Wolf and his underlings           

pressured the Dept. of Environmental Protection (people who        

work for Wolf) to issue permits for the Mariner East 2 pipeline            

project, ignoring or bypassing “environmental safeguards”      

originally sought by the DEP, and since that time the project has            

been an environmental disaster. The Guardian uses two        

flim-flam investigations, one by the Chester County, PA District         

Attorney, the other by the Delaware County DA, as evidence that           

the pipeline is “criminal” and has engaged in nefarious activities.          

The entire article is a smear job top to bottom, full of lies,             

half-truths and innuendo. But that’s what passes for “journalism”         

in the Old Country, apparently. It appears to us that the far-left,            

very radical Clean Air Council, based in Philadelphia, spoon fed          

this crap to The Guardian, and they, like the good dictationists           

they are, simply regurgitated it. 

 

Radicals Continue Tree Sitting >200 Days in SW 

VA to Protest MVP (full post) 
 

We thought the tree sitting weirdos trying to illegally block          

construction of Equitrans’ Mountain Valley Pipeline (MVP) in        

Virginia had long returned to earth. But as we reported in early            

March, there are still a couple of wackos sitting, still engaging in            

a crime, in Montgomery County, VA. An illegal out-of-towner         

from Texas (24 years old) has now been up his tree for over 200              

days and counting. The illegal kid was recently joined by a local            

grandpa (perhaps a frustrated old hippie?), who, at age 69,          

figures he doesn’t have anything better to do with his life than get             

his name in the paper. MVP asked a federal judge to eject the             

illegal tree sitters in Montgomery County last December. The         

judge still hasn’t gotten off her rear-end to issue a ruling–four           

months later. We’re not sure what part of “illegal” she doesn’t           

understand. 

 

Pipeline Jobs Keep Young People in West Virginia 

(full post) 
 

A high school student reporter recently turned in an excellent          

segment for PBS’ News Hour Weekend program about the job          

opportunities for young people working on pipelines in West         

Virginia. Among the bits this intrepid young reporter unearthed         

is something we told you about years ago: Some pipeline welders           

make salaries of $1,000+ PER DAY! Not a typo. A number of            

years ago (somewhere around 2012-2013) we took a tour of          

several pipeline welding projects in northeastern Pennsylvania.       

Our host told us that the welders they employed at that time            

could make as much as $1,000 per day, although the days are            

long (10-12 hours), the work is hard, and the work is not always             

there. Our young high school reporter has found something         

similar in WV–that one welder is earning $5,600 per week. We           

doubt he works 52 weeks per year, but if he did, he would make              

close to $300,000! Let’s see, go to college, come out with           

$100,000 in student loan debt and work in a job paying $50,000            

per year…or learn a skill like welding and pull down over $200K            

per year. If we were young again, it wouldn’t even be a close             

decision! Of course the question is asked: What happens when          

the pipeline construction boom goes bust? What happens to all          

these workers? We once heard a pipeline worker at a public           

hearing say something along these lines (going from memory,         

rough summary): “I’ve been working on these ‘temporary’ jobs         

my entire career. These jobs have paid off my house, put my kids             

through college, and have made a nice life for me and my family.”             

The point being, let’s not worry about what may or may not            

happen years from now. 

 

Questerre Keeps Pushing to Drill in Quebec Utica, 

Despite Ban (full post) 
 

You gotta give Questerre Energy Corporation credit–they keep        

trying, even in the face of total opposition. Questerre, a Canadian           

driller, has patiently waited for years to begin drilling on their           

extensive Utica acreage in the St. Lawrence Lowlands of         

Quebec–even though last year Quebec all but permanently        

banned such drilling. Even with the ban, Questerre continues to          

buy more Utica acreage, as we reported in March. Last August,           

Questerre threatened to challenge Quebec’s frack ban legally as         

soon as it goes into effect. We assume (don’t know for sure) that             

happened–that a lawsuit was launched to challenge the ban. We          

spotted a press release issued by Questerre this morning that          

says the company has hired investment firm Industrial Alliance         

Securities Inc. to “provide advisory services with respect to         

finding Quebec-based strategic investors for its clean tech energy         

project.” Huh. They go on to say, “The clean tech energy project            

seeks to develop the Company’s multi-Tcf natural gas discovery         

in the province of Quebec using innovative technologies that         

promote clean energy production.” What does that mean? Looks         

to us like Questerre is trying to re-label natural gas as “clean tech             

energy”–perhaps by using new techniques to cut down on         

methane leakage and other environmental impacts of extracting        

natural gas. But make no mistake, Questerre is trying to find a            

way to begin drilling on their Quebec Utica acreage, that’s what           

we take away from this somewhat muddled pronouncement. We         

found this statement, that they fully intend to develop their Utica           

acreage, telling: “It [Questerre] is a leader on social license to           

operate issues for its Utica gas discovery in the St. Lawrence           

Lowlands, Quebec. It is pursuing oil shale projects with the aim           

of commercially developing these significant resources.” Could       
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that be any clearer? We WILL develop that acreage. Gotta give           

’em credit. Maybe the New York gas industry can learn          

something from Questerre? 

 

“Responsible Gas” Certification Expands, Gains 

Another Driller (full post) 
 

Last September MDN reported that Southwestern Energy was        

the very first driller to earn the label of producing “responsible           

gas” from the Independent Energy Standards Corporation       

(IES)–what they call their TrustWell™ Responsible Gas Program        

certification. Southwestern is considering expanding the      

designation to more of their operations. Meanwhile, a driller in          

the Rockies is the second company to earn the designation. In           

fact, Carbon Creek Energy, a producer that operates in         

Wyoming’s Powder River Basin, is the first company to market          

100% of its gas as “responsibly produced.” However, the gas          

Carbon Creek extracts doesn’t come from shale wells but instead          

from a naturally fractured coal seam, making it easier to win the            

designation. Still, the new and big news is that the “responsible           

gas” program is growing, adding more drillers. “Responsible”        

gas, according to IES, is gas that doesn’t leak as much methane            

during the extraction and transportation process, doesn’t spill as         

much water and chemicals on the ground, sources water from          

places that are, well, responsible (we suppose), and engages the          

community–to make them feel good about all this        

responsible-ness going around. Yes, you may detect a little bit of           

snark in our comments, because we happen to think the industry           

at large is already doing a great job of being responsible–without           

having a label put on it. However, if this designation helps with            

marketing and public perception, why not? We won’t knock it.          

Yes, companies will pay more to gain the “responsible”         

designation, but if it helps move more gas in the end, perhaps it’s             

a small price to pay. But oil and gas companies should know this:             

A “responsible gas” designation won’t ever appease the radical         

environmental left. A fossil fuel is a fossil fuel to them. Their            

minds are rigid. So don’t think you’ll ever satisfy the likes of the             

Sierra Club, Food & Water Watch, NRDC, Riverkeeper,        

Environment Defense Fund and other nefarious Big Green        

groups. 

 

TUESDAY - Apr. 9, 2019 

 

Huntley & Huntley Proposes Another Well Pad in 

Upper Burrell (full post) 
 

Huntley & Huntley continues to make Upper Burrell in         

Westmoreland County, PA a key area of focus. In January we told            

you about H&H’s plans to add two more well pads in Upper            

Burrell, numbers 10 and 11. And now, just a few months later, yet             

another new H&H well pad is being planned–number 12. This          

latest pad is called the Hephaestus well pad project and is located            

on Merwin Road near the intersection of Whitten Hollow Road          

in the township. An application is being worked on but has not            

yet been filed with the state Dept. of Environmental Protection.          

According to an H&H spokesperson, “It’s very early in the          

process.” By our count, this pad will host well number 12 that            

H&H has applied to drill in the town. In October 2017, Upper            

Burrell supervisors approved a plan by Huntley & Huntley to          

drill four shale wells in the town. The supervisors endured an           

extremely hostile crowd as they voted to approve the plan. Those           

wells, at lease some of them, have since been drilled. H&H came            

back with a plan to drill another five wells at the same            

location–the Zeus well pad–in October 2018. That time there         

was no crowd opposing the plan. Just a simple, quiet approval by            

town supervisors. And then wells 10 & 11 were announced in           

January. And now, number 12. 

 

ODNR Says to Expect ~350 New Utica Wells Per 

Year Next Few Years (full post) 
 

We spotted some interesting comments made by Rick Simmers,         

chief of Ohio’s Division of Oil and Gas Resources (part of Ohio            

Dept. of Natural Resources, or ODNR), at the recent Utica          

Midstream conference in North Canton. Rick recounted the        

rapid, recent history of Utica drilling in the state, coming from           

nothing less than a decade ago to now having over 2,500 Utica            

wells drilled and producing. He also pulled out the crystal ball for            

a prediction of how many new Utica wells will get drilled both            

this year and next. Last year, according to Simmers, there were           

358 new horizontal shale wells (almost all of them Utica wells)           

drilled in the Buckeye State. Simmers says look for about the           

same numbers to be drilled both this year and next year. In the             

“early days” of Utica drilling (6-7 years ago), Simmers said the           

average Utica well was 6,000 feet deep and 4,000 feet long.           

Today? Depth runs from 8,500 to 10,000 feet and length          

averages 12,000 feet. That’s 2 1/4 miles long! 

 

Texas Eastern’s TEAL Phase II Goes Online – 

Feeding NEXUS (full post) 
 

Last week Enbridge, owners of the Texas Eastern Transmission         

Company (Tetco) pipeline, filed documents with the Federal        

Energy Regulatory Commission showing that Phase II of its         

Texas Eastern Appalachian Lease (TEAL) Project began service        

on April 1st. The TEAL project connects to and feeds Utica Shale            

gas to the NEXUS pipeline. In August 2017, Enbridge received          

approval (a certificate) from FERC to construct and operate         

TEAL, which boosts capacity along the Tetco pipeline and         

connects it to NEXUS. TEAL will bump up volumes of          

Utica/Marcellus gas along Tetco by an extra 950 million cubic          

feet per day (MMcf/d)–nearly 1 billion cubic feet! The markets          

for the gas are the Midwest and Canada. On December 19, 2017,            

Tetco received approval to proceed with construction of the         

Phase I TEAL Project facilities. In June 2018, Tetco requested          

and received permission to begin Phase II in Columbiana and          

Belmont counties in Ohio. Phase I of TEAL went online last           

October. And now, Phase II is online, meaning the full 950           

MMcf/d of gas is flowing to NEXUS. 

 

New Wastewater Recycling Facility Coming in May 

to NEPA (full post) 
 

A joint announcement between Kendra II LLC and De Nora says           

a new wastewater recycling facility aimed at the shale industry          

will go online in late May providing drillers in the “heart of the             

Marcellus Shale” (in Susquehanna County, PA) a new option to          

recycle and reuse produced water…up to 18,000 barrels a day.          

The press release below doesn’t say exactly where this new          

facility will be located, but if you check out the boilerplate under            

Kendra II, the operator of the facility, it says, “The first           

centralized treatment facility is in Springville, Susquehanna       

County.” So that’s what we’re going with. We’re pretty sure (not           

100% sure) the new facility is located in Susquehanna County, in           

Springville. The claim to fame for the new facility is that it does             

not use “harmful chemicals” to process the water, but instead          

uses an electrochemical process. The only thing that precipitates         

out is table salt (sodium chloride). “Harmful chemicals” are not          

only not used in the treatment process, they don’t have to be            

shipped, reducing potential truck accidents that spill nasty stuff         

on the ground. 
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Two Possible Paths for PA’s Energy Future in 25 

Years (full post) 
 

What will Pennsylvania’s future with respect to energy look like          

25 years from now? What role will shale gas play? And how will             

that role affect the state? A group of 35 people began to study             

that question in the summer of 2017 and the end result, a new             

study, has just been released (full copy below). According to the           

study’s results, there are two distinct paths PA can take, resulting           

in two very different outcomes. Team PA, a Harrisburg-based         

public-private nonprofit that promotes workforce and economic       

development, has just released the report “Pennsylvania Energy        

Horizons” (see below). However, it was Shell, builders of the          

ethane cracker in Monaca, PA, that led the research effort and           

paid for it. But lest you jump to the wrong conclusion, Shell hired             

a bunch of eggheads from the London School of Economics to do            

the research. The end result was, as is admitted by folks not in             

the industry, an unbiased analysis. The eggheads agree that PA’s          

energy future turns on shale gas. In one scenario, PA works to            

keep much of that gas in the state and grows its manufacturing            

base, leveraging its own abundant resources. In a second         

scenario, politics prevent the state from fully leveraging the gas          

and much of it goes out of state, even out of the region, and so PA                

does not take full advantage of its own resources. The study is            

not so much fixated on predicting the future, as it is in            

identifying the forces that will influence which direction the         

future goes. Tangentially related to the release of the study is           

news that PA Gov. Wolf has established a new Governor’s Office           

of Energy. He put Denise Brinley from the Dept. of Community           

and Economic Development in charge of the new department. So          

far Wolf has not mentioned this new development. Not a          

peep–we’re not sure why other than he wants to avoid blow back            

from radical environmentalists who keep targeting him because        

he’s not as crazy as they are. At any rate, the following article by              

the Post-Gazette’s Anya Litvak (only reporter there worth        

reading) explains the recently released study, and mentions        

Brinley’s new gig. 

 

Purdue Innovates New Gas-to-Liquids Process to 

Leverage Shale Gas (full post) 
 

Researchers at Purdue University recently announced they have        

discovered a new, cheaper way of converting shale gas into other           

substances like gasoline and diesel fuel, by using a “two-step          

process.” The researchers use “a portfolio of technologies” to         

work their magic. And they’ve patented it. Given the processes          

are patented, they don’t divulge details about how their         

new/cheaper technology solution works. Guess we can’t blame        

them. If this effort yields fruit, it has the power to change shale             

industry. We have gas supplies piling up in certain regions, like           

the Marcellus/Utica and West Texas–supplies that could be        

converted into transportation fuels. Gasoline, diesel and jet fuel         

still power 89% of all transportation in this country–so says the           

U.S. Energy Information Administration. 

 

EIA: Underground Natural Gas Storage Declined 

in 2018 (full post) 
 

Natural gas storage may not be glamorous, but it plays a key role             

in the natural gas industry in the U.S. (and elsewhere). Not all of             

the natgas that gets produced gets used right away. More gas is            

produced in the summer months than is used, so it gets stored            

and released/used during the winter. Most of it is stored          

underground. Our favorite government agency, the U.S. Energy        

Information Administration, has just published a post that shows         

natgas storage in the U.S. declined in 2018. And yet, prices for            

natgas did not go up. It used to be the price of gas was linked               

closely with how much gas there is in storage. Less gas in storage             

drives the cost of gas up because traders are afraid we’re running            

low. The same or increased demand with less supply equals          

higher prices. But that truism doesn’t work any more–not in          

natural gas. Why? Because production itself now replaces some         

of the storage. We don’t need as much storage as we once did             

because of the prolific amount of production we have. It shows in            

the statistics from last year. We found the following post          

interesting as it pulls the curtain back and shines a light on how             

the EIA measures storage in two ways: “design capacity” and          

“demonstrated peak.” 

 

Wednesday - Apr. 10, 2019 

 

Caught on Video: Frack Sand Train Goes Off Rails 

Near Scranton (full post) 
 

Around noon yesterday, a train moving slowly, at 10 miles per           

hour, was hauling lumber and frack sand from Scranton to          

nearby Carbondale, when a video surveillance camera caught the         

train leaving the rails. Ten cars derailed, with three tipping over           

completely (spilling sand) and one teetering on the brink. The          

video, taken from a police station across the street, is amazing.           

The acting police chief of the local Dickson City borough          

(Lackawanna County) where the accident happened had just        

pulled up next to the train and witnessed the whole thing. He saw             

a wheel on one of the cars come off the tracks, and then the cars               

behind it completely leave the tracks. One of the rails remains           

“under tension” and concerns crews. If it were to break free, it            

could kill someone instantly. In the pictures we observed, piles of           

sand can be seen on the ground. Local media is reporting there            

were “no hazardous materials on board.” Fair enough. Frack         

sand is not inherently hazardous. However, frack sand not like          

the sand you find at the local playground. The granules are very            

fine–somewhat like asbestos. If the sand becomes airborne and         

is breathed, it can cause problems. The general public is not in            

any danger as the sand will dissipate within a few yards. But we             

certainly hope workers cleaning up the mess are wearing         

protective clothes and masks. 

 

PA Senators Steal Wolf’s Thunder, Propose 

Drilling to Fund Goodies (full post) 
 

Pennsylvania State Senators Camera Bartolotta (Washington      

County) and Pat Stefano (Fayette County) have just beaten PA          

Gov. Tom Wolf at his own game. Wolf has been gallivanting           

around the state like Santa Claus promoting a plan called Restore           

PA, a plan that will get rid of lead paint in schools, fix flooding,              

repair old roads, give rural residents internet access, and just          

about any other goody you can think of. Wolf wants to pay for it              

by slapping a severance tax on the Marcellus industry. Bartolotta          

and Stefano are introducing two bills that would fund Wolf’s          

folly–but do so by allowing new shale drilling on state land.           

Game, set, and match! If Wolf really wants to accomplish all of            

the things he says he wants to accomplish (which we seriously           

doubt) in the Restore PA plan, then he should welcome this           

alternative form of funding. What does he care where the money           

comes from, as long as it funds the plan. Right? Bartolotta and            

Stefano’s bills will smoke Wolf out–make him reveal his true          

colors and whether or not he *really* wants to fund these myriad            

causes. Or perhaps he just wants to tax shale drillers so he can             

later redirect that money for other uses–like Philadelphia        

teacher’s unions. Which we believe is his true aim. Claiming he           

wants to fund fixing schools, etc. is just the lame excuse Wolf is             

using to get a severance tax passed. At any rate, in a case of              

brilliant political pivoting, Bartolotta and Stefano are calling        
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Wolf’s bluff. They issued the following co-sponsorship memo,        

outlining in broad brush strokes what the two bills will do. Wolf            

signed an executive order in January 2015 reinstating a         

moratorium on new leases for oil and gas drilling in state parks            

and forests. He did so to fulfill a 2014 campaign promise. Putz.            

So there’s no way he will sign these two bills into law. We need a               

veto-proof majority to pass them. Let’s say we get a veto-proof           

majority and the bills become law. Wolf’s lackeys are saying if           

these bills do become law, they will not stand up to a court             

challenge. PA courts have, over the past few years, ruled that any            

money raised by the state via drilling must be used solely for            

environmentalist wacko purposes. We love this effort by        

Bartolotta and Stefano to make Wolf reveal his true intentions          

about Restore PA. Top marks for both Senators! 

 

Ohio Court Rules Marketable Title Act Applies re 

Mineral Rights (full post) 
 

There is an ongoing question of whether or not the Ohio           

Marketable Titles Act (MTA), which impacts Utica shale rights,         

can be used to return previously severed mineral rights back to a            

surface landowner, or whether the MTA is superseded by Ohio          

Dormant Minerals Act (DMA). In February, Ohio’s Seventh        

District Court of Appeals said the MTA *does* still apply to           

mineral rights. The Seventh Circuit recently ruled in a second          

case reaffirming yet again that yes, MTA applies to mineral          

rights. The legal beagles at Vorys continue to track these          

important MTA/DMA cases. In this latest case, Stalder v. Bucher,          

the mineral rights owners argued that the MTA no longer applies           

to mineral rights because it has been superseded by the DMA.           

The court rejected that argument. However, because of a         

second/different argument, the court ultimately said the mineral        

rights owners are entitled to retain their rights–in this particular          

case. The mineral rights had not transferred back to the surface           

owners in this one instance. The bottom line here, which is           

important for everyone–surface rights owners, mineral rights       

owners, and drillers who need to be sure they’re paying royalties           

to the right party–is that the MTA can be used by surface rights             

owners to regain possession of mineral rights. At least in some           

cases. 

 

Radical Groups Challenge FERC re Atlantic Coast 

Pipe in Fed Court (full post) 
 

A group of radical leftist groups filed briefs in federal court last            

Friday asking the court to overturn the Federal Energy         

Regulatory Commission’s decision from 2017 that approves and        

allows the 600-mile Atlantic Coast Pipeline (ACP). The court         

case, before the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals, is the next phase            

of the battle over ACP. We name names below for which           

non-profit agencies should have their tax exemption ripped away         

because of their overt political activities in opposing ACP. The          

radicals are trying to convince the court that FERC should never           

have approved the project–that the decision-making used by        

FERC was flawed, that they didn’t consider man-made global         

warming, and for a host of other sham reasons they’ve recycled           

for years. The leftist groups were joined by snotty, arrogant,          

uppity Virginia landowners who don’t want a pipeline to mar          

their precious horse farm pastures and condo golf courses. 

 

What Caused the MI NatGas Compressor Stn Fire 

in January? (full post) 
 

You may recall MDN covering the story of the compressor station           

in Michigan that caught fire and exploded in January (see          

Michigan NatGas Compressor Station Catches Fire, Explodes).       

That single compressor (single point of failure, as it turns out) is            

responsible for pumping natgas to two-thirds of Michigan        

residents. After a two-month investigation, the station’s owner        

says it knows what happened, which can be summed up as a            

series of unfortunate events. The compressor station is owned by          

Consumers Energy and is (or was) the “crown jewel” of its           

natural gas pipeline system, upgraded in 2013 at a price of $175            

million. Following the explosion the compressor went offline for         

nearly a week. Consumers asked its customers to turn down their           

thermostats to conserve natural gas. A number of auto         

manufacturing plants voluntarily shut down to conserve natgas.        

There was a concern that equipment at the station was not           

maintained properly. Or that human error led to the issue.          

Consumers filed a report last week with the Michigan Public          

Service Commission, outlining their findings (full copy below).        

What caused the explosion? Consumers says a “plume” of natural          

gas was released by a safety fire-gate system. Which is not           

unusual. Gas sometimes gets released into the air as a safety           

precaution. Normally the gas just floats up and immediately         

dissipates into the air. This time, however, the plume mixed with           

the air and was driven by high winds into nearby “extremely hot            

equipment” where the gas/air mixture ignited. Hence the        

explosion. In other words, Mom Nature did it. 

 

Truth Told @ Marcellus and Manufacturing 

Conference in Morgantown (full post) 
 

Natural gas was front and center at the ninth annual Marcellus           

and Manufacturing Development Conference, an event of the        

West Virginia Manufacturers Association, held yesterday in       

Morgantown, WV. Among the speakers was Steve Winberg, U.S.         

Department of Energy assistant secretary for fossil energy. He         

mouthed strong support for the Appalachian Basin ethane “hub”         

saying the region can easily support up to five ethane crackers,           

and that could lead to $35 billion of investment and 100,000           

jobs in the region. The DOE has hired someone in a dedicated            

role to “make the hub a reality” said Winberg. That’s good news.            

But then, inexplicably, Winberg got on his high horse about coal           

and how great coal is. When will the Trump Administration          

begin to understand talking about coal at a natgas event doesn’t           

fly? We once heard Trump himself, when he was candidating (in           

Pittsburgh, at the Shale Insight event), also go on a riff about            

coal. Don’t do it! It goes over like a lead balloon at a shale gas               

event. At any rate, other dignitaries delivering speeches included         

Brian Anderson, director of the National Energy Technology        

Laboratory (NETL), the only federal agency dedicated to        

supporting the fossil fuel industry. Anderson was refreshingly        

honest. He pointed out that fossil energy currently makes up          

80% of our country’s power supply and that, “We will depend on            

fossil energy well into the balance of this century.” Finally          

someone willing to speak the truth! The lunacy of ending fossil           

fuel use in the next 20-30 years is madness. Below we have two             

reports on the event, who spoke and what was said.  

 

MIT Claims New Filter Helps NatGas Burn 

Cleaner (full post) 
 

Researchers from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology       

(MIT) claim to have discovered a new way to filter natural gas            

before it’s burned to remove the presence of “contaminants” like          

carbon dioxide within the gas, so that the methane will burn           

cleaner. If true, perhaps gas-fired electric plants will become         

zero-carbon emitting sources of cheap electricity. We can hear         

the screams of fossil fuel haters everywhere. What would happen          

if gas-fired plants emitted zero carbon dioxide? Would antis still          

hate them? The sad answer is yes. They’re more invested in their            

own preferred sources of energy, like solar and wind, than they           

are with reducing CO2. If a way was found to make natural gas             
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truly zero emissions of any kind, including CO2, antis would still           

hate it anyway, because their minds are rigid and their thinking           

irrational. So how can natgas burn cleaner? According to MIT, by           

using a special polymer filter that allows methane (CH4) to pass           

through, but traps carbon dioxide (CO2) molecules. Of course the          

explanation is extremely technical and not easy to understand.         

The article below uses metaphors like cooked spaghetti noodles         

and hair brushes to help us laymen try to understand how it all             

works. 

 

THURSDAY - Apr. 11, 2019 

 

Trump Signs Executive Order Making it Harder to 

Block Pipes (full post) 
 

President Trump visited Houston, Texas yesterday to sign a pair          

of Executive Orders to help spur more energy infrastructure         

development across the country. In particular, the orders were         

aimed at clearing away roadblocks some states (like New York)          

put up to try and block new pipelines. Was it a silver bullet that              

will mean projects like the Constitution Pipeline will now get          

built? Sadly, no. But it was, according to many in the oil and gas              

industry, “a step in the right direction.” There were two EOs           

signed yesterday (we have full text for both below). The first was            

called “Executive Order on Promoting Energy Infrastructure and        

Economic Growth” and is the EO relevant to the Constitution          

Pipeline and other pipeline projects blocked by rogue states like          

NY. The Promoting Energy Infrastructure EO, in Section 3,         

directs the Administrator of the federal Environmental       

Protection Agency (Andrew Wheeler) to work with the states in          

performing a top to bottom review of section 401 of the Clean            

Water Act–the section that grants states (and tribes) the right to           

have a say in pipeline projects. The review will take no more than             

60 days, and at that time Administrator Wheeler will “issue new           

guidance to States and authorized tribes to supersede the Section          

401 Interim Guidance.” In other words, the EPA is going to           

tighten up the rules around issuing 401 water crossing         

certificates. What form these new/revised/tighter rules will take        

is anybody’s guess at this point, but you can be sure Trump and             

the federal government have the snippers out and intend to          

neuter states like NY that have grossly overstepped their         

authority in blocking new pipeline projects–based purely on        

political motives. The newly revised rules will go through a          

review process and will become federal “law” (actually new         

regulation, but with the force and effect of a law) within 13            

months from yesterday. So, it’s going to take some time. But we’ll            

get there. The second EO deals with infrastructure crossings into          

(or from) other countries. It transfers reviews of such crossings          

from the State Department, which loves to review things for          

years, directly to the President. This EO is aimed at helping           

projects like the Keystone XL oil pipeline from Canada. There are           

a lot of articles published yesterday and today about the EOs.           

We’ve selected several to share with you. The first two are from            

normally liberal/biased sources, the New York Times and        

Bloomberg. We selected because they contain good information        

about the EOs along with reaction from radical antis and from           

our side. 

 

Here Come the “Bomb Trains” – Trump to Allow 

LNG by Rail (full post) 
 

An overlooked aspect of yesterday’s Executive Order signed by         

President Trump will have an impact on natural gas by altering           

the way it’s transported. In addition to directing the federal EPA           

to rework rules that impact pipelines, Trump’s EO issued         

yesterday also directs the Secretary of Transportation to write a          

new rule allowing specially constructed tanker cars for railroads         

to ship LNG (liquefied natural gas). Which has antis fit to be tied,             

screaming “bomb train!”. In yesterday’s EO titled “Executive        

Order on Promoting Energy Infrastructure and Economic       

Growth,” Section 4 paragraph (b) says this: "In the United States,           

LNG may be transported by truck and, with approval by the           

Federal Railroad Administration, by rail in United Nations        

portable tanks, but Department of Transportation regulations do        

not authorize LNG transport in rail tank cars. The Secretary of           

Transportation shall propose for notice and comment a rule, no          

later than 100 days after the date of this order, that would treat             

LNG the same as other cryogenic liquids and permit LNG to be            

transported in approved rail tank cars. The Secretary shall         

finalize such rulemaking no later than 13 months after the date of            

this order." This change will clear the way for more small LNG            

liquefaction plants to spring up in place like the Marcellus/Utica,          

or West Texas Permian, liquefying overabundant supplies in        

those regions so it can be carted anywhere in the country where            

there’s a rail line. It’s a brilliant plan. Bloomberg wasted no time            

in writing a hit piece, calling tanker cars carrying LNG “bomb           

trains.” It’s actually kind of funny. Which is why we’ve adopted           

the term, a term they mean to be derogatory. We think the            

industry should pin it on our vest and use it. Laugh in antis’             

twisted faces. 

 

Chester County, PA Sues ME2 Pipe, Seeks to Block 

Construction (full post) 
 

The sleazy elected commissioners of Chester County have just         

sued Sunoco Logistics Partners to try and stop construction of          

the Mariner East 2 Pipeline on two county-owned properties         

where the pipeline has a legitimate, legal right to build. One of            

the commissioners actually uses these lawsuits as fundraisers.        

Yeah, that’s sleazy. This is the first time Chester County has           

directly sued Sunoco to block ME2 construction. Chester joined         

other lawsuits in progress in the past, something called being an           

“intervenor.” County commissioners filed the lawsuit in local        

county court (sounds like an inside job, no?). We expect the           

lawsuit won’t remain in county court, with all sorts of conflicts of            

interests, for long. You may recall that Chester County’s         

sleazeball District Attorney is trying to indict Sunoco for crimes          

related to building ME2. Although the DA impaneled a grand          

jury more than a month ago, no charges have yet been filed            

against Sunoco. 

 

Locals Push Back Against Frack Chemical Facility 

Near Williamsport (full post) 
 

Coastal Chemical, the North American subsidiary of German        

company Brenntag, sells chemicals (used in fracking) to the oil          

and gas industry. Coastal Chemical wants to build a chemical          

storage facility in Montgomery (Lycoming County), PA, near        

Williamsport. The facility would house ten tanks, each holding         

12,000 gallons of chemicals. The local volunteer fire chief and          

the local emergency management coordinator are both “strongly        

opposed” to the project. Trucks would deliver chemicals to the          

facility for storage, and later transport those chemicals out,         

presumably to well sites, possibly to other staging areas. After          

hearing of the objections from the local fire chief and EMA           

coordinator, borough council voted unanimously to have their        

lawyer send a letter to the state Dept. of Environmental          

Protection requesting a public hearing on the proposed facility.         

The article above incorrectly labels the company as Coastal         

Chemicals (plural) when it is Chemical (singular). And the article          

makes no mention of Coastal being a subsidiary of Brenntag.          

How do we know it is Coastal Chemical, subsidiary of Brenntag?           

Two weeks ago Coastal posted a job notice on the LinkedIn site.            
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Scroll down just a bit in that job notice, and you will notice in the               

description it says "Coastal Chemical Co. is a Brenntag         

Company." So Coastal (part of Brenntag) is already looking for          

truck drivers for the Montgomery facility. Looks to us like they           

think this is a done deal. To which we say, don’t count your             

chickens… 

 

National Grid Faces Opposition to Tiny Pipeline in 

Albany Region (full post) 
 

On February 1, 2019, National Grid filed a petition with the New            

York Public Service Commission for a “Certificate of        

Environmental Compatibility and Public Need” (i.e. permission       

to build and operate) for a tiny 16-inch, 7.3-mile natural gas           

transmission pipeline. The purpose of the new pipeline is to beef           

up supplies of natural gas in the Capitol region of the           

state–around Albany. A public hearing was held yesterday in         

East Greenbush, NY and of course a group of antis who           

irrationally hate fossil fuels showed up to embarrass themselves.         

The project is called the Pipeline E37 Reliability and Resiliency          

Project and would be built mostly in National Grid’s existing          

right-of-way. National Grid wants to begin building it later this          

year and says it will take three years to complete (which seems            

like a long time to us to complete such a tiny project). The E37              

Project would close the Albany Loop, an existing National Grid          

horseshoe shaped transmission line that travels from Troy to         

Bethlehem. The pipeline would be built in Albany and Rensselaer          

counties. National Grid says the E37 pipeline is necessary to          

enhance the reliability of the company’s Eastern NY service         

territory by allowing for diverse sources of natural gas to enter           

the distribution system. 

 

Enviros Don’t Like Gov. Wolf’s Onerous New Air 

Regs Either (full post) 
 

In December, the Pennsylvania Dept. of Environmental       

Protection (DEP) released a draft of onerous new regulations         

that focus on reducing volatile organic compound (VOC)        

emissions and so-called fugitive methane. The new regs will force          

drillers and pipeline companies to spend big bucks to produce a           

teeny tiny improvement in emissions. The DEP followed up with          

a revised version just a few weeks ago. DEP’s Air Quality           

Technical Advisory Committee is holding a meeting today to         

“discuss” (i.e. ram through) the new regs. The regs focus on           

VOCs, not directly on methane emissions. But the DEP maintains          

by controlling VOCs a side benefit will be to control methane           

emissions. The shale industry doesn’t like it anyway, because it          

will require extraordinary measures costing big bucks for a very          

tiny benefit. Turns out lefty environmentalists don’t like the new          

rules either–but for a different reason. The new regs, according          

to environuts, don’t go nearly far enough to kill off shale drilling.            

Therefore they are “sounding the alarm” about the new regs. 

 

Prominent Environmentalist Tells Cuomo: You’re 

Wrong on NatGas (full post) 
 

We spotted an op-ed in the left-leaning New York Daily News           

that surprised and shocked us. Norris McDonald, founder and         

president of the African American Environmentalist Association,       

wrote an article as an environmentalist that tells New York Gov.           

Andrew Cuomo that he’s wrong about pipelines and the         

continued use, even expanded use, of natural gas. This         

prominent environmentalist says, “…natural gas remains an       

important part of the climate change solution.” McDonald also         

says, “Right now, natural gas is a cleaner and affordable option           

[to renewables] and to date Cuomo has done all he can to take             

this important bridge fuel off the table.” He recognizes the fact           

that so-called greenhouse gas emissions are “now at their lowest          

level since 1992 largely facilitated by utilities switch from coal to           

cleaner natural gas.” And he calls Cuomo on the carpet for           

throwing up roadblocks to continue progress in lowering        

emissions. Environmentalists like McDonald are rare. He’s       

someone who will speak truth to power. He’s not afraid that his            

own Big Green compatriots will ostracize him (which they will          

certainly do). McDonald is willing to tell the truth about natural           

gas. We can reach across the isle and shake the hand of, and             

work with, someone like Norris McDonald. 

 

FRIDAY - Apr. 12, 2019 

 

Did Constitution Pipeline Prospects Improve with 

Trump Exec Order? (full post) 
 

During the signing ceremony on Wednesday when President        

Trump signed two executive orders to make it harder for states to            

block new pipelines for political reasons, Trump revealed part of          

the motivation for the EOs when he said, “And also, in New York,             

they’re paying tremendous amounts of money more for energy to          

heat their homes because New York State blocked a permit to           

build the Constitution Pipeline.” So we ask the question, will          

Trump’s EO actually help get the Constitution built? We brought          

you news about the EOs yesterday, including the full text for           

both. As we said yesterday, the EOs are no silver bullet that will             

magically make projects like the Constitution get built–but the         

EOs are a big step in the right direction. Clearly Andy Cuomo was             

threatened by Trump’s EOs and believes they may lead to the           

Constitution getting built, because he felt it necessary to respond          

like a petulant baby. Cuomo tweeted: “President Trump’s        

Executive Order is a gross overreach of federal authority that          

undermines New York’s ability to protect our water quality and          

our environment. Any efforts to curb this right to protect our           

residents will be fought tooth and nail.” So right there, that tells            

you that Cuomo believes the EOs may tip the balance against him            

and his illegal blockage of the Constitution. Which we take as           

good news. Cuomo has no one to blame but himself for this turn             

of events. Cuomo forced the NY Dept. of Environmental         

Conservation to refuse issuing a “401 certificate” under the         

federal Clean Water Act (CWA) to allow the Constitution to cross           

streams in the state. It was a purely political move–there was no            

scientific/environmental reason for refusing the project. The       

CWA allows states to “weigh in” with their concerns over          

infrastructure projects like pipelines, allowing them to have a say          

in the route of the pipeline, requiring certain conditions be met,           

etc. What the CWA does not do is allow states to reject projects             

out-of-hand for political reasons. These projects are federally        

permitted (by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission),       

specifically to avoid one state from blocking projects that can          

benefit other states. The CWA 401 statute is meant to give states            

a say, but not allow states to resort to NIMBYism. Yet that’s what             

New York and Cuomo have done. They intentionally pushed the          

401 statute to an extreme, bending it and using it in ways never             

intended. So now, via EO, Trump is asking the EPA to tweak and             

rewrite the 401 statute to close loopholes people like Cuomo in           

NY (and kooky Gov. Jay Inslee from Washington State) are          

abusing. It is a matter of justice, to repair what the abusers have             

twisted and mangled. We have two articles dealing with the EOs           

and their impact on the Constitution Pipeline. The first, from the           

Daily Caller, focuses on the coming battle between Trump and          

Cuomo over the Constitution. The second article, from the         

left-leaning PBS in Harrisburg, also tackles the coming battle         

over the Constitution, and whether the EOs will actually help. 
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PA DEP Committee Votes to Approve Onerous 

New Air Regs (full post) 
 

Yesterday the Pennsylvania Dept. of Environmental Protection’s       

(DEP) Air Quality Technical Advisory Committee voted to        

recommend the DEP move forward with a proposed new         

regulation to control volatile organic compound (VOC)       

emissions, with a side benefit of reducing methane emissions,         

from existing oil and gas operations. It was a split vote, but it             

propels the regs to the next level. In December, the DEP released            

a draft of the onerous new regulations, which will force drillers           

and pipeline companies to spend big bucks to produce a teeny           

tiny improvement in emissions. The DEP followed up with a          

revised version of the regs just a few weeks ago. The regs focus on              

VOCs, not directly on methane emissions. But the DEP maintains          

by controlling VOCs a side benefit will be to control methane           

emissions. The shale industry doesn’t like it anyway, because it          

will require extraordinary measures costing big bucks for a very          

tiny benefit. Turns out lefty environmentalists don’t like the new          

regs either–but for a different reason. The new regs, according to           

environuts, don’t go nearly far enough to kill off shale drilling.           

Therefore they are “sounding the alarm” about the new regs. The           

environuts sounded the alarm following yesterday’s committee       

meeting. Although the fact that the environuts don’t like the new           

regs gives us some solace, it’s not much solace. Because we think            

the new regs are not necessary and will end up costing the            

industry–for no appreciable result. Typical political “cure” to a         

disease that doesn’t exist. The next stop along the way to           

implementing these onerous new regs is a Small Business         

Compliance Advisory Committee meeting next week. Stay tuned. 

 

Big Green Kills 1000s of WV Jobs via Atlantic 

Coast Pipe Lawsuit (full post) 
 

We’ve said it before, and we’ll say it again. Groups like the Sierra             

Club are jobs killers. When was the last time you heard about a             

Big Green group actually creating new jobs–except for paying a          

few protesters? They NEVER create jobs, they ALWAYS kill jobs          

via lawsuits. And so it is with lawsuits that have stopped work on             

the 600-mile Atlantic Coast Pipeline (ACP) from West Virginia to          

North Carolina. Lawsuits launched by Big Green groups against         

ACP have resulted in thousands of people now out of work. Many            

of them worked for small companies. In December, the clown          

judges of the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals vacated a permit           

issued by the U.S. Forest Service (USFS) that allows ACP to cross            

beneath the Appalachian Trail and 21 miles of national forest          

land in Virginia and West Virginia. You think we’re kidding when           

we refer to the judges as clowns? How else do you explain one of              

them quoting from The Lorax, a fictional children’s book written          

by Dr. Seuss, as part of the decision? The so-called decision is            

straight out of Alice in Wonderland. Bizarre. Dominion asked for          

all of the Fourth Circuit judges to rehear the decision (called en            

banc), not just the loony Lorax judge. In February the clowns           

refused to rehear the decision. So Dominion appealed the case          

directly to the U.S. Supreme Court to cut through this hokum           

nonsense. Dominion still hopes to resume work on the pipeline          

in third quarter 2019, but every month that slips by makes that            

more unlikely. In the meantime, thousands of people who would          

be working on the project right now are out of a job. Many of              

them worked for subcontractors. One of those subcontractors,        

Cogar Right-of-Way (whose employees are all from West        

Virginia) had to lay off 70% of its employees, nearly 100 of them,             

three days before Christmas. Thanks to the lawsuits that have          

stopped all work on ACP. What a tragedy. What a waste. 

 

 

Foreign LNG Imports Kept New England Winter 

NatGas Prices Low (full post) 
 

Although natural gas prices in New England at the Algonquin          

City Gate trading hub (Boston) spiked a few times this past           

winter, they didn’t spike anywhere near as much as the previous           

winter. In January 2018, prices at Algonquin spiked to         

$78.98/thousand cubic feet. In January 2019, prices at        

Algonquin never got over $13.56/Mcf. The difference? Foreign        

LNG imports. Most of the LNG imports this winter came from           

Trinidad. One or two came from Russia (with love). This          

situation of importing LNG to New England when the prolific          

Marcellus is just a few hundred miles away but can’t flow more            

gas because pipeline projects are being blocked, is an ongoing          

obscenity. This should not be happening. Not in America, land of           

the FREE and home of the brave. The U.S. Energy Information           

Administration published a post yesterday describing how LNG        

imports saved the day and kept New England’s natgas prices in           

check this past winter. 

 

Pittsburgh Panel Discusses Importance of NGL 

Storage (full post) 
 

Seems like every few months there’s a meeting or conference          

somewhere in the Marcellus/Utica region that addresses the        

topic of ethane storage. Another such a meeting was held in           

Pittsburgh yesterday. The meeting was preparatory for the        

upcoming Northeast Petrochemical Exhibition and Conference to       

be held June 20-21 in Pittsburgh (must attend event!). As with           

other meetings like it, several NGL storage options were         

discussed. There are three NGL storage projects being seriously         

considered for the Marcellus/Utica region: (1) Appalachia       

Development Group is leading an effort to build a ~$10 billion           

NGL (primarily ethane) storage hub somewhere in       

Appalachia–most likely in West Virginia. Federal loan       

guarantees are in the works for that massive project and an           

engineering firm has been hired. (2) Mountaineer NGL Storage is          

planning a smaller facility in Monroe County, OH, located just          

across the river (and border) from West Virginia. The Colorado          

company behind the Mountaineer NGL project plans to spend up          

to $500 million to build it. Mountaineer NGL President David          

Hooker attended yesterday’s meeting in Pittsburgh and said he’s         

still waiting on Ohio regulators to sign off on his project so he             

can begin building. (3) Finally, just a few weeks ago Marathon           

Petroleum became the latest entrant into the NGL storage race,          

saying it is actively evaluating a plan to use underground salt           

caverns near its Hopedale fractionation facility in Harrison        

County to store ethane, butane and propane. The storage hubs          

will feed ethane to cracker plants. Cracker plants and the          

resulting jobs that come with those plants, and with the          

manufacturing plants that will get built near them, are part of the            

“downstream” sector–end users of the gas and gas liquids         

produced by the “upstream.” Downstream projects like the Shell         

cracker under construction and the PTT Global cracker that will          

hopefully soon be under construction are a crucial part of the           

shale ecosystem. Without customers to sell the NGLs to, it makes           

no sense to drill and extract the NGLs. The jobs resulting from            

the petrochemical and manufacturing sector, potentially tens of        

thousands of jobs, will have a huge impact on the economies of            

Pennsylvania, West Virginia and Ohio. It’s a virtuous        

cycle–upstream to midstream to downstream. All working       

together. 
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WV Wants to Extend I-68 Another 73 Miles for 

Shale Industry (full post) 
 

Some 15 elected West Virginia officials met on Monday with the           

Route 2 | I-68 Authority. The aim of the meeting is to move the              

ball down the field (or the asphalt along the ground) in an effort             

to expand Route 2 to four lanes from Parkersburg, WV to           

Chester, WV, and to extend Interstate 68 from I-79 near          

Morgantown, WV westward to WV Route 2 along the Ohio River           

Valley, some 73 miles. The reason for the $1 billion project? To            

handle more shale-related traffic. Officials say the state needs         

road infrastructure or new manufacturing plants set to spring up          

near the Shell, PTT and possibly a WV cracker, will go elsewhere            

to build. WV wants to leverage the coming bonanza in jobs and            

factories that will locate near the cracker plants. Better roads will           

help. However, the officials promoting the plan are having a          

tough time getting WV Gov. Jim Justice, who has major holdings           

in coal interests, to get on board and support the effort. 

 

Vermont Considers Banning All New Gas 

Pipelines, Infrastructure (full post) 
 

Must be something in the water in Vermont. They elect people to            

high office like crazy Bernie Sanders and Pat “leaky” Leahy. And           

now there is a serious effort to pass a bill that will result in a ban                

on any kind of new infrastructure that supports natural gas. No           

more new local gas utility pipelines to new housing         

developments, no more new hookups for businesses locating in         

the state, no new hookups for factories, farms–no nothing. The          

reason? An abject, irrational hatred of fossil fuels. This cancer of           

irrational thinking has got to stop. House Bill 51 prohibits          

building any kind of new infrastructure that uses fossil fuels. It’s           

stark, raving, mad. Vermont Gas is warning lawmakers that if          

such a law passes, they will screw themselves and the state (our            

words, not theirs). H.51 would also make it difficult (impossible?)          

for “virtual pipeline” companies like NG Advantage with an         

operation in Colchester, which trucks CNG to customers around         

the state, to sign up any new customers. Here’s the details on            

H.51 and two other bills aimed at outlawing natural gas use in            

Vermont... 
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